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Forecasting Product Demand: 
Demand for Hollywood Movies

Why is forecasting new product demand 
important? 

To make optimal marketing allocation 
decisions

$ of advertising, # of screens, etc
Why is it challenging?

Because demand is highly variable 
High for some products, low for others

“The Woodsman” had a budget of $30mill, but 
made only $54,000 on the first week-end
“High Tension” had a budget of only $430,000, 
and made $1.9 mill on the first week-end
“Alexander” made $14 mill on first week-end

Because demand changes over life-cycle
High early, low later; sometimes vice versa
Changing rate of decay



Movie Demand 
Decay Rates

Movie demand decays 
at varying rates

Some decay at log-linear 
rate; others have sudden 
drops
Some increase over time 
(“Sleepers”); others 
behave very volatile

Our goal is to forecast 
demand decay rates



First Reflection
The Goal: Forecast entire 
demand decay pattern

Not just a single value 
The Challenge

Demand distribution highly 
irregular

Parametric demand models 
are doomed

Want to extract demand 
shape characteristics

One more challenge
Want to make early forecasts

Way before movie is 
released!



Our only (or main) source of info: 
Data from a Prediction Market
The Hollywood Stock Exchange (www.hsx.com)



What is a Prediction Market?
It is a speculative market created for 
the purpose of making predictions

Similar to the stock market 
Assets’ final cash value is tied to an event 
or parameter

Will the next US president be a 
Democrat? 
What will be the magnitude of gasoline 
prices next quarter? 

Current market price can be interpreted as 
probability of the event or the expected 
value of the parameter. 
Also referred to as information market, 
decision market, idea future, event 
derivatives, virtual market, …



Iowa Electronic Market and the 
2008 US Presidential Election

Democrat WinnerRepublican Winner



Sports, Politics, Society, Money, 
News, and much, much more …

Will there be more than 9 
named Atlantic Hurricanes 
in 2008? Will The US catch Osama 

bin Laden while Bush is 
President?

Will Microsoft buy Yahoo 
in 2008?

*all courtesy of Newsfutures.com
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More major corporations use VSMs

• Generate ideas 
• Design new products 
• Test ad effectiveness
• Understand consumer behavior



We use data from the Hollywood 
Stock Exchange (HSX)
On HSX, one can trade movies, actors, and more



Works just like a Stock Market



What do I get in return?

The key challenge for 
prediction markets are 
the right incentives:

Why would you submit 
your wisdom to the 
market?
Some argue that 
prediction markets based 
only on play money will 
not work
HSX (and others markets) 
prove this wrong!



More incentives…

The most 
successful 
traders are 
featured on the 
“leader board”



Some curiosities…

…and you can 
sell your virtual 
portfolio on 
eBay!



Sample Data from HSX

We want to use 
the shape of the 
trading data

Concave, convex
Linear, nonlinear
Volatile, non-
volatile 

Shape captures 
information 
cascading, 
herding



Second Reflection: 
Our Full Forecasting Model 

Movie 
release

Decay shape

HSX market information

Early forecasting!

Movie Demand

Trading 
shape

Input Shapes Output Shapes

Shape Analysis

Model via Boosting



Shape Analysis: Basic Idea

Smooth observed decays Apply functional PCA

Characterize decay 
rates by principal 
component scores



Functional Shape Analysis of Decay

Functional principal component 
analysis

First 3 PCs explain over 98% of all 
decay variation

PC’s capture different decay 
aspects

PC1: “slow decayers” - movies that 
hold demand in later weeks
PC2: “sudden droppers” - movies that 
decay suddenly after first few weeks
PC3: “sleeper” movies  - movies that 
gain only very late



Illustration of Decay Shapes

PC1: Batman and esp. 
Monster hold demand high in 
later weeks
PC2: Anchorman suddenly 
drops to  zero after week 6
PC3: Monster generates 
demand only very late



Important: There are more than 3 
Shapes -- The “DNA” of Decay

3 PCs are only basic building 
blocks for different decay shapes

There are many more decay patterns
Movie-specific shapes captured by the 
corresponding PC-Scores

Linear combination of 3 basic PCs
We use similar ideas for capturing 
shapes of HSX market information 

Non-dropper,  
late-sleeper

Late-dropper,  
little-sleeper



Where we are, where we are going

We now successfully 
have... 

...characterized input 
and output shapes 
using the principal 
component scores

We still need to…
…model output 
shapes as a function 
of input shapes

Different modeling options: 
linear, nonparametric, neural 
networks, boosting, etc



Modeling Input & Output Shapes

Different modeling 
options

Linear Models
Simple, straightforward

Generalized Additive 
Models (GAM)

Flexible, non-linear 
relationships between 
X and Y

Boosting
Can capture non-
additive data structure 
between X and Y

X Y



Predictive Accuracy

Ten-fold cross-validation 
to gauge predictive 
accuracy

Predicting demand for 
the first 10 weeks after 
movie release

Prediction best for the 
Boosting Model

Evidence that there data 
has non-linear, non-
additive structure
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What’s left? Inference…

Functional Shape Analysis: 
Powerful model for 
predicting demand decay
Disadvantage: hard to 
interpret 

Both model input and 
output based on principal 
components

Solution
Reverse-engineer the 
process
Create “dependence plots”
that unveil the input-output 
relationship



Dependence Plot (1)
Idealized Input Curve Resulting Output Curve

HSX market information Movie Demand

Input curves measure the 
effect of different shapes

Curves start and end at 
same value, only differ in 
path
Early market growth vs
late growth
Manifestation of early 
and last-moment hype 
about a movie

Resulting demand decay
Early hype leads to high 
early demand, but rapid 
decay
Last-moment hype leads 
to lower initial demand, 
but slower decay



Dependence Plot (2)
Idealized Input Curve Resulting Output Curve

HSX market information Movie Demand

Input curves 
S-and inverse S-shape
Inverse S-shape 
combines early and last-
moment hype

Resulting demand decay
Both S-shapes result in 
higher demand

Indicates the 
importance of herding & 
diffusion dynamics 

Inverse-S combines best 
of both worlds

Both early and late 
diffusion dynamics



Conclusions 
Market shapes carry valuable 
information

Result in more accurate forecasts
Give insight into impact of 
herding behavior, information 
cascading, hype, etc

Many different methodological 
challenges

Modeling decay 
Modeling trading shapes
Selecting important market 
information
Linking response and predictors


